
I. Course Prefix, Number, Title and Credit Hours: Math 101 - Intermediate Algebra - 3 Credit 
Hours

II. Course Description: Basic properties of real numbers, linear equations and inequalities, 
quadratic equations, systems of equations, polynomials and factoring, rational expressions and 
equations, and radical expressions and equations, and an introduction to functions such as 
polynomial, exponential and logarithmic functions. Credit for MATH 101 will not be granted to 
anyone who has previously received credit for MATH 102 or MATH 115. A grade of S or C or 
better will be required for progression into MATH 102.

III.  Course Prerequisites: The instructor assumes that the student possesses arithmetic skills at the
introductory (basic) level or above, and that this has been demonstrated by either successful 
completion of a basic algebra course, or placement test results at the intermediate test level. If a 
student has not been placed in intermediate algebra by the SDBOR placement process or 
successfully completed basic algebra at BHSU, it is the student's responsibility to inform the 
intermediate algebra instructor within the first two days of class. Failure to do so will be 
construed as misrepresentation of information to the instructor and will fall within the 
guidelines as set forth by the BHSU statement of student responsibilities, rights, and freedoms 
in the Student Handbook.

IV.  Instructional Methods: Instructor will use intentional instruction by setting learning outcome 
goals for each class and directing students to use the Multi-tiered System of Support to 
successfully pass the course. Instructional methods will include explicit teaching methods to 
“show and tell” the correct problem-solving process and supporting guided practice to develop 
cognitive-behavioral learning skill (e.g., think aloud, talk it through) when performing the 
mathematical operation. Instructional methods may also include lectures, class discussions, 
group work, class activities, and MyMathLab.

V. Course Requirements:
Multimedia E-Text and MyMathLab Access: Students must purchase an access code to 
MyMathLab. MyMathLab is a part of “Pearson MyLabs and Mastering”
(http://pearsonmylabandmastering.com). An electronic multimedia version of the required 
textbook (Marvin L. Bittinger, Introductory and Intermediate Algebra, 4th Edition, Pearson
Education) is included with MyMathLab. When you enroll in the appropriate course in
MyMathLab, the correct e-text will be available automatically. Your instructor will discuss how
to obtain access to the MyMathLab site and how to enroll in MyMathLab. To enroll in
MyMathLab you will need to use the appropriate course ID. Your instructor will give you the
appropriate course ID in class. Important Notes: (1) If you have used MyMathLab with the 
same book listed above, such as MATH 021 last semester on-campus or online, you will not 
need to purchase a new access code. (2) If you are waiting on financial aid, etc., it is possible to 
get temporary access and get registered in MyMathLab as soon as you have the Course ID and 
then purchase an access code within 17 days of registering. Please see the registration 
information at the above link for details.

Class attendance policy: By university policy, enrollment in a class implies the responsibility
for attending each class session. Students will be allowed to make up graded work if an absence 
is due to participation in university-sponsored activities, provided prior notification of the 
impending absence has been given to the instructor. Attendance is a part of the course grade. 



Furthermore, announcements and changes made during class are the responsibility of the 
student.

Cheating and plagiarism policy: In this course you are expected to perform to the utmost of 
your abilities in an honest and sincere manner. Cheating & plagiarism will not be tolerated. 
Academic misconduct will be dealt with per BOR regulations.

Make-up policy: Except in the case of a documented emergency, or an absence caused by a
university-sponsored activity, no makeup tests are allowed. The burden of proof regarding the
absence rests with the student.

VI.  Course Goals:
To prepare the student for MATH 102 College Algebra by enhancing the student’s

a. background in fundamental algebra skills
b. mathematical vocabulary
c. word/application problem interpretation
d. graphing skills

      VII. Student Learning Outcomes:
Unit I
1. Students will be able to find all numbers for which a rational expression is not defined on

examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
2. Students will be able to multiply and simplify rational expressions on examinations, quizzes, 

and homework problems.
3. Students will be able to divide and simplify rational expressions on examinations, quizzes, 

and homework problems.
4. Students will be able to find the LCM of algebraic expressions by factoring on examinations,

quizzes, and homework problems.
5. Students will be able to add and subtract rational expressions on examinations, quizzes, and

homework problems.
6. Students will be able to solve rational equations on examinations, quizzes, and homework

problems.
7. Students will be able to solve applied problems using rational equations on examinations, 

quizzes, and homework problems.
Unit II
1. Students will be able to find the slope and y-intercept of a line on examinations, quizzes, and

homework problems.
2. Students will be able to graph linear equations on examinations, quizzes, and homework

problems.
3. Students will be able to determine whether two lines are parallel, perpendicular, or neither on

examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
4. Students will be able to find an equation of a line on examinations, quizzes, and homework

problems.
5. Students will be able to solve a system of two linear equations on examinations, quizzes, and

homework problems.
6. Students will be able to solve applied problems by setting up and solving a system of two 

linear equations on examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
7. Students will be able to write interval notation for the solution set or graph of an inequality 

on examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.



8. Students will be able to solve an inequality using the addition principle and the multiplication
principle and graph the inequality on examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.

9. Students will be able to solve equations and inequalities with absolute-value expressions on
examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.

Unit III
1. Students will be able to find principle square roots and cube roots on examinations, quizzes, 

and homework problems.
2. Students will be able to simplify radical expressions with perfect square radicals on 

examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
3. Students will be able to write expressions with or without rational exponents (including 

without negative exponents) on examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
4. Students will be able to use rational exponents to simplify radical expressions on 

examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
5. Students will be able to multiply, divide, and simplify radical expressions on examinations,

quizzes, and homework problems.
6. Students will be able to solve radical equations with one radical term on examinations, 

quizzes, and homework problems.
7. Students will be able to solve applied problems using the Pythagorean Theorem and powers 

and roots on examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
8. Students will be able to find function values (outputs) for specified values (inputs) on

examinations, quizzes, and homework problems.
9. Students will be able to solve quadratic equations on examinations, quizzes, and homework

problems.
10. Students will be able to find the vertex, the minimum or maximum value, the intercepts, and 

then graph a given quadratic function on examinations, quizzes, and homework 
problems.

      VIII. Student Evaluation Procedures:
This course is broken up into three UNITS which need to be completed over four BLOCKS. 
The sections below will give an overview of the various unit components and will give a 
detailed description of how the BLOCK system works, how your unit grade will be calculated, 
and how your course grade will be determined.

Overview of the Unit Components
MyMathLab: MyMathLab is an interactive website where you can:

• Self-test & work through practice exercises with step-by-step help to improve your 
math skills.
• Study more efficiently with a personalized study plan and exercises that match your 
book.
• Get help when YOU need it. MyMathLab includes multimedia learning aids, videos, 
animations, and live tutorial help.

Students must purchase an access code to MyMathLab. MyMathLab is a part of “Pearson 
MyLabs and Mastering” (http://pearsonmylabandmastering.com). Your instructor will explain 
how to obtain access to the MyMathLab site and how to make the most of the numerous 
resources available in MyMathLab to help you be successful in this course. You should expect 
to spend at least ten hours per week outside of class time working in MyMathLab on 
homework, quizzes, etc. and viewing other helpful resources in MyMathLab. It is highly 
recommended that you work/complete assignments the day it is discussed in class (and start 
homework assignments before class). It is your responsibility to keep track of due dates on all 



assignments. There will be NO “FREE” EXTENSIONS on the MyMathLab assignments. 
However, you may purchase an extra day(s) and/or extra attempt(s) on the assignments using 
“Math Bucks”. How to earn “Math Bucks” and how they can be spent will be described on a 
handout and discussed in class.

Homework: Your instructor will assign homework problems in MyMathLab corresponding to 
each outcome. You are expected to work on the assigned homework problems regularly. You get 
up to three attempts to get a homework problem correct before you are given the answer and 
that problem is marked wrong. You may still attempt to get that problem correct by clicking on 
the Similar Exercise button below the problem. If you are having trouble with a homework 
problem, you can click the View an Example button or the Help me Solve This button to the 
right of the homework problem in MyMathLab. If you are still having trouble or if you think 
there is a computer error, click on the Ask Your Instructor button. Your instructor will receive a 
link to a copy of the problem you are working on and any additional question or comment that 
you type in. While reviewing an assignment, you may still work or rework homework exercises 
after the due date, but your grade will not change. The due dates of the homework assignments 
are posted in MyMathLab. All homework assignments are due at 11:59 pm on the due date 
listed in MyMathLab. There will be no free extensions on MyMathLab homework. Please see 
“Math Bucks” guidelines regarding the possibility of purchasing an extension.

Quizzes: There will be a quiz in MyMathLab for each outcome. After completing the homework
assignment for a particular outcome, you need to complete the corresponding quiz in 
MyMathLab. The quizzes are designed to assess your mastery of the given outcome so you 
cannot attempt a quiz until you have earned at least a 70% on the corresponding homework 
assignment. The problems on the quizzes are very similar to the homework problems, but the 
help features are not available in an effort to help you prepare for the unit exams. You may 
attempt any quiz two times. Only your highest score for each quiz will be used in determining 
your quiz grade so there is no penalty for attempting the quiz again. After completing a quiz, 
you may review your quiz. While reviewing your quiz, all the MyMathLab help features will be 
enabled to help you on the problems you got wrong. Also, while reviewing a quiz, you can print 
the entire quiz along with your answers and the correct answers. To print a quiz, review any 
problem on the quiz and the print icon will appear. After you select print, you will be asked if 
you want to print just that problem or if you want to print the entire quiz. Be sure to review any 
problem(s) you got wrong on a quiz before attempting the quiz again. All MyMathLab quizzes 
are due at 11:59 pm on the due date listed in MyMathLab. There will be no free extensions or 
extra attempts on MyMathLab quizzes. Please see “Math Bucks” guidelines regarding the 
possibility of purchasing an extension or an additional attempt.

Attendance: Class attendance and participation is required and is 15% of the grade for a unit. 
Students need to arrive on time, stay until the end of the class period, and actively participate in 
all class activities to be given credit for attending that day. Whether or not you are given credit 
for attendance/participation is left solely to instructor discretion.

Paper and Pencil Exams: Unit Exams will be given at the end of each unit. The Unit III exam 
will be the final exam for the course. You may not use a calculator on any exams, as such; it is 
recommended that you do not use a calculator on any of the homework/quiz problems unless 
otherwise noted by your instructor.


